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LIMIT PROPERTIES OF POISSON KERNELS OF TUBE DOMAINS

BY

LAWRENCE J. DICKSON (1)

ABSTRACT.   If certain local boundary conditions hold near P £ ¿T,   the

Poisson kernel belonging to a proper cone   T c R    converges to a tight  Cq

limit  as its parameter converges admissibly to  P  in   T.    This limit can be

identified  with a lower-dimensional Poisson kernel.    The result always works

for polytopic and "rounded" cones; for these, a result on the decrease at in-

finity is obtained which in fact implies convergence almost everywhere in the

appropriate sense of the Poisson integral to certain of its boundary values.

1.   Preliminaries and notation.

A.   Some generalities.   Tube domains of C" are domains of holomorphy of

the form fi = fir = T© z'R", where  T is a proper cone of R".   By "cone" we

mean any set A such that «A = A Vf > 0;  a proper cone of a vector space  T

over the reals is a nonempty, open (in the topology of T) convex cone whose

closure contains no whole line.   Here, as throughout this paper, all vector spaces

are assumed to be subspaces of R"  (or C")   with the induced inner product for some

nonnegative integer n.   All direct sums are orthogonal, and vector space identifi-

cations   i~)   are unitary.   The letter T, with or without subscripts, always de-

notes a proper cone.

The distinguished boundary of a tube domain is the set  zR".   H (fi) has a

reproducing kernel, the Szegö kernel, which may be represented as

(1) Kr(X + zT) = Kr.x(K) = fT.e-2*x+iY'V)dV, X £ T,  Y £ R",

where  P* = i Y e R": (X, y) > 0 VX e F - iOjj is the dual cone of T,  also a

proper cone.   The reproducing property is expressed by

(2) F(X + zY) = (/* Kr.x)(y),

where  F £ H (fi) and fiY) = F(zT) is its limit at the distinguished boundary.
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The fact that  K commutes with the conjugate operator leads to the definition

of another kernel, the Poisson kernel,

(3) Pr(X, Y) = PriX(Y)=\\KT.<x\\-22\KC]X(Y)\\

which is positive,  CQ, has unit integral, and satisfies the reproducing property

(4) FiX + iY) = (/ * Pr.x) (Y) = P/r(X, Y)

fot wide classes of holomorphic functions  F,  including all the  HP's.   For any

suitable /, the value of the Poisson integral  Pf at each point is thus a weighted

average of the "boundary" values /.   In this paper we investigate the shape of

the weighting function  Pr.x  (§3A), and its behavior as  X nears   0 or other

points of dY.   The limits we find are identified with lower-dimensional Poisson

kernels.   We reach some conclusions about the boundary behavior of Pf.

For X e Y we define the compact section  C„*x = C*   of Y* as follows:

(5) C*   =[Y e F*: (X, Y)=l!;

and similarly for C„.y, = C„,   Ye Y*.   These are always nonempty and compact.

Suppose A: R" —» R" is a nonsingular linear transformation.   We will de-

note by A#  the transformation   A*-1 = (A-1)*,   We note -(AY)* = A§Y*- The

following claims of §1A are simple algebraic consequences of our definitions.

1.1 Claim.   // f(V) is the Fourier transform of f(Y), then

Ov)=llKr;xllr2JH(r*,V)^477(X'Y)^.

(7) where HOT*,   V) = (17* + V/2) n (Y* - V/2).

1.2 Claim.   For A: R" —» R"  nonsingular, Z = X + iY, the following hold:

(8) KAr(AZ)=\detA\-lKr(Z);

(9) P^^UYUldetAI-'P^y);

do) 0(a#v) = Ov);

(ID vÍa>#v>-C(v)-
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1.3   Definition.   For /.: D. —>C, we define the direct product /j x f2 on

Dj © D2  as follows:

(12) (/j x/2)(Xj +X2) = /1(X1)/2(X2),       X.eD..

1.4 Claim.   // T.  of R '  are proper cones then so is Y x © Y2 C R '     2,  ana"

z'rs Szegö aW Poisson kernels and their Fourier transforms are direct products

(in (X, Y) or (X, V) respectively) of those of the  T..

1.5 Definition.   Suppose I-1, F,,»-»,r     are proper cones of R" .  Then Y

is the special intersection of the I. if the following conditions hold:

(13) T*n r* = 0 if «'//;

(i4) . ,U    r* =f *.
z=l,..-,m      z

1.6 Claim.   // T is the special intersection of \Y.: i = 1, • • • , m\, then

m

(i5) r=fir.;
z=l

and, on the domains of K„ and Pr, respectively,

m

06) Kr=£Kr.,
i=l

(17) Pr<-Eprz-

B.   Tight  C* convergence and the  L    limit.

1.7 Definition,   lim s^ Q /5 = u (tight C*) if the following hold:

(a) p £ C*il{"), and for some 8Q > 0, /g £ lHK") if  \8\ < 8Q;

(b) for any g £ CAR»), lims^0 fg(X)fs(X)dX = Jgrfw

(c) lim sups^JI/gHj < «,;

(d) for every e > 0,   35(e) > 0 and a compact set KCR" such that   |<5| <

1.8 Lemma.   If Ums^Q fs = p (tight C*) then for any h £ L1, h *p £ Ll

and limg^Q h */? = h * /i   z'n ¿¿e  L1   zzorzzz.

Proof.   It is well known that h * p exists a.e. and is  L1   (with norm

< llalli IImP-   The proof now proceeds by setting h = g(+ h'( , g(£ Cno, H^'Hj < e.
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1.9 Claim,   (a)   Suppose A: R" — R"  is nonsingular, fA(Y) = /$(A~l Y),

pA(S) = piA~lS).   Then f%-+p. (tight  C%) iff fA - pA   (tight  C*).

(b)   // /.    -* ¡t.  (tight  C*) on  R ' then flSxf2&-,pl x p2   (tight  C*) on
RZl+'2.

1.10 Theorem.   Suppose f& £ L!(R") for 8> 0, and fs satisfies ic) and id)

of 1.7.   Suppose further that  T  is a subspace of R", dim (T) = k, and for some

fk0£LHT),

^ lims.o/[d,s,(y,T)>f!l/sl^ = 0 v<>0;
(b)   lim5^0/ x/^V1 + Y2)dXn~kiY2) = fkQiY1),  in the  LxÍT) topology.

Then  lims   0 /j = p itight  C*), where for any g £ CQ(R"),

(c) ;¡¿/í = ;t«(v1v*(yi)<a*(y1).

Proof.   Here, and henceforth, Àm will denote  m-dimensional induced

Lebesgue measure.

(a) and 1.7(d) imply that we may restrict our attention to the integral over

C = Ck® B"-ki0; () tot some large compact Ck C T and  B"~*(0; i), the f-ball

about 0   in  T  , tot arbitrarily small positive  e.   In fact, by uniform continuity,

we may choose   í so that   \g(Yl + Y2) - g(Y1)| < 8   VV1 e Ck,   Y2 £ Bn~ki0; e),

given an arbitrary 8 > 0.   By (a) we may replace  T    in the integral in (b) by

B"~  Í0; ().   The rest follows if we set, for 77y the orthogonal projection onto T,

g(y) = Xc(y)gUTY) + XciY)[giY) - ginTY)} + [l - XciY)]giY).

C.   The almost everywhere convergence.

1.11 Definition.   The function / £ L  (R") is called radially almost every-

where fast-decreasing (RAEFD) if it has a majorant  k £ L    of the form

*=2>,xr,(18)

where

(a) c. > 0  V/;

(b) for all  /,   R .  is a linear transform of the unit cube   S^l^ < 1 !;

(c) 3K < oo, a > 0 such that, for each integer m > 0,

(19) X   A   <K2-a"\

where A. = c.X"iR.) = \\c.Xr.\\v and Nm = \j: \. < 2~m\.

A majorant of form (18) satisfying the conditions is called a rectangular

majorant of /.

1.12 Definition. The family of functions i/j: 8 > 0! is called specially

majorized if each /g is RAEFD with rectangular majorant k for some ( > 0,

where
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(20) k( = |det Af|Uj °Af) Vi> 0,

and the  A    have the following properties:

(a)   A : R" —> R"  is a nonsingular linear transformation for ( > 0;

(b) <ve = ̂ se;
(c)   f > 1 -» AfR.   C R. V; in the sum (18) for ky

1.13 Claim.   // ¿Ae /g are specially majorized, then the maximal operator

(21) M: L    —, measurable functions,     Mh =  sup IA * fJ\,
S>0

is weak-type (1, 1).

Proof.   This follows at once from well-known results on maximal operators,

i.e., Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 of 17J.

1.14 Claim.   Suppose limgn/g = ft itight C*), and the maximal operator

M of (21) is weak-type  (1, 1).   Then for h £ LliW),

(22) lim ih * /s)(y)= ih* p)iY) for a.e.   Y £ R".

Proof    (Cf. [3], [7].)   Set A = A   + ¿' , b   e C00, ||é'||. < 4~".   For h , the
7! 7Z   '        n W      "     fi" 1   — 7z'

convergence of (22) holds everywhere, and A"|y: \\h    * /g|(y) > 2~" some 8 > Oj

< C2~n.   The result follows a.e. on letting n —>°°.

1.15 Theorem.    Lez  C be a nonempty set.   Suppose, for each   P £ C,

limg^p/g  = p     itight  C*),  where the  /g   are specially majorized, independently

of P,  by rectangular majorants  &f(-g-,,  such that, for the subspace  T C R",

dim(T) = k:

(a) Ae=/r©(A;)r±;

(b) R  = R^R2 V/, R1 c T, R2 C T1;

(c) 3(0>Ó.3Íx.k(Rp'>€Q V/.'

Then, if we define  ih */s)   2(P, Y1) = ih * f^iY1 + Y2),   Y1 £ T,   Y2 £ T1,

and similarly for ih * p)   ,,  it follows that if h £ L1,  then, for almost every   Y2

£ T  ,  ih * p)       is well defined a.e. and ih * /g)   2 —* ih * p)       uniformly on

C x K, where  K is any compact subset of T.

Proof.   The hypotheses imply that À1 < e~ ' A., where X. = c X"~kiR2); also

det A'£  =detAi.   If we set  k\iY2) = ^c.Xr2 (y2)'and kf= ¿et A'(\ik\ ° Af'),

then     *£    satisfies    the    condition    of    l'.H    on     Tx.     Also,   k^(Y2)>

supU/V1 + y2):  y1 € T\.   This implies supi|A * k(\iYx + Y2): t > 0,   y1 e Tj

satisfies a weak-type inequality.   The theorem now follows from the  Cm case as

in the proof of 1.14.
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1.16   Claim,   (a)  Suppose  B: R" —» R"  is nonsingular, and /g  [/g] satisfy

the hypotheses of 1.12  [1.15].   Then the conclusions of the respective theorems

hold for /f   t(/g)'B], defined as in 1.9.   In 1.12, we may set RB = BR., Af =

BA B~   , and the hypotheses also hold.

(b) With notation as in 1.9(b), the truth of the hypotheses of 1.12  [l .15]

carries over to direct products, for k   - k.   x k- , A   = A.   © A    , a72a" a <

min (a.     a  ).

(c) // /.s —» p. satisfy the hypotheses of 1.14,  1 < j <m, and limg^Q /g =

p itight  C*), zj7z'/¿

(23) l/sl<WZI/y8l.       W<~.
y

Z¿ew /g —> /j a/so satisfy the hypotheses of 1.14.

(d) // / .c     '/J.   satisfy the hypotheses of 1.15, / as above,  P £ C, for the

same subspace T each j, and limg^g/g = P-     with (23) holding, then /g  sat-

isfy the conclusion of 1.15 for subspace  T.

Proof,   (c) follows by Lemma 2.3   [7].   The same method, applied to majorants

of form k     yields (d).   The others are straightforward.

2.   The tight  C* limit of the Poisson kernel at boundary points.     Our ap-

proach will be to apply linear transformations that exchange limiting motion of a

point for limiting change in a cone.   We will not attempt the greatest generality,

but will restrict ourselves to points at which the cone boundary, in "rounded"

directions, has positive curvature.

If A, B C R" and  P e R", we say  "KB  locally at  P" if for some neigh-

borhood N of  P, A O N C B O N.   Fot any nonempty convex set C its "inner

part," Inn(C). is defined to be the interior of C as a subspace of the affine

space generated by  C.   We note  C = Inn(C).

If_r C R",  P £ T, let Tj(r, P) be the largest subspace of R" such that

Tj C I"1 locally at  P.   The (not necessarily proper) cone A(l", P) is defined_to

be the intersection of all closed half-spaces K  such that T C K and P £ dsi.

(If P £ Y we set A = Rn.)  We define  T2(r,,P) to be the largest subspace such

that  T2 C A locally at  P.   It follows that  T2 C A and Tj C 7"2.   We express the

number of independent "flat," "rounded," and "sharp" directions of Y at P by

Mr, P)=dim(Tj), r(r, P) = dim(T2)-dim(T[), and k*iY, P) = n - dim (7"2),

respectively.

It is clear that A = T2 © AP(D, where Ap(D = Inn Ap(D is a proper cone

of T     Let us define  Yp = Inn Yp where  Y „ = T AY, P) n Y.   Then we get the

following relations at once (see [2], [4]).   (in this and the following, all duals of

lower-dimensional cones are taken in the subspace which they generate.)
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2.1 Proposition.   Suppose Y C R", P £ Y.   Then A*p C P, and for Q any

point of A*, the following hold:

(a) k, r, k* are nonnegative integers with sum n at  P.

(b) T^r, p) = rx(r*, q); k*iY, p) = Mr*, q).
(c) // A: R" — R"  is nonsingular, then J ¿AY, AP) =_ATxiY, P),

T2iAY, AP) = AT2iY, P), iAY)A p = A(rp),_A(Al\ AP) = AA(r, P).

(d) // R" = R'1 © R'2,  r. C R/¿,   P. £ Y., then Y = r, © Y2   is a proper

cone of R", T*= T* © r*, and at  P = Pl + P2, Tv T2, A, Ap and Yp are all

direct sums of the respective sets belonging to  P . in R '.

(e) The parameters k, r, and k* are unchanged in (c) and summed in id).

The following definition is used for our cone limiting operations:

2.2 Definition.   The cone metric distance between two proper cones  Y.   and

~Y2  of R" is defined to be

(24) distijj, r2)=¿tf(Fj OB,r2OB)

where   B  is the closed unit ball and  d^  is the Hausdorff metric for closed sets:

(25) d  (A, B) = max /sup dist(X, B),  sup dist(y, A)\.
\X~eA yeB J

This is a metric, and it is clear that convergence in this metric implies

local convergence in measure, or convergence in measure on compact sets.   (The

converse also holds for proper cones.)   The following lemma is useful.

2.3 Lemma,   (a)   Lez  A:  Rn —> R"  be nonsingular, T.CR",   ||.||  the opera-

tor bound.   Then

(26) dist(Ar1,Ar2)<||A||||¡4-1||dist(r],r2);

(27) dist(Arp rjKmaxill/ -A||, Hl-A"1!!.

(b) Suppose  Y.   C R'1', T. = T. .© T, ..   Then in  R'1 © R'2,
z; ; 1; 2] '

(28) diSt(r1,r2)<dist(r11,r12) + dist(r21,r22).

(c) // T. are as in (a), then distiY*, Y*) = distíT^ T2).

Proof,   (a) and (b) follow directly from the definition of cone metric, if we

use the fact that if   |P| < 1,   \Q\ > 1, then   |P - |2|_1e| < \P - Q\.   Since Y** =

Y, to prove (c) we need only prove   "<"; and this follows using, for P 4 T*>

dist(P, r*) = -mini(P, X): X efn Bj.

2.4 Definition.   If T is a subspace of R", k = dim(T), and Y C R", we de-

fine for x e T,  y1 e T, Px = Pr x,
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(29) pl^Yl) = /T^px(yl + y2)^"-fe(y2).

2.5 Theorem (kernel continuity). Lez rfl, JTgJg>0 be proper cones of R"

such that limg^Q Tg = Yq. Let T be any linear subspace of R", k = dim(T),

X, XQ e Tq.   Then the following hold:

(a) K„    x  is continuous in the Lp norms,  2 < p <°°, as a function of X.

lim s    n Xr . v    = Kr    v     in the same norms.0-0    rs;Xn        r0;X0

(b) PÏ .y  is continuous in the  Lp norm,  1 < p < <*>, as a function of X.

lime    „ Pi,. v    = Pr    v     in the same norms,

(c) The above statements hold with  "Lp" replaced by "C    "

Proof,   (c) follows immediately from (a) and (b) since  K and  P ate continuous

and Lp tot some p < «=.   To prove (a) and (b) it is necessary to prove them only

for the extreme norms.

(a) Case p = 2.   By Plancherel's theorem the claims will hold if they hold

for K.   The first claim is obvious from (6), and the second follows from dominated

convergence.

Case p = oo.   This follows from case p = 1 for  K as above.

(b) Case p = 1.   We need only consider the case  T = \0\.   The claims then

follow from Case p = 2 of (a), since /g ->fQiL2) => f\ —/2(L').

Case p — °o.   We have

(30) P7      - pK   ' r r;x - rr;x 7 -

and the   L     convergence of the latter follows easily using dominated convergence.

The limit cone we will use will be the "derivative" defined below, which

does not necessarily have anything to do with ordinary concepts of differentiabil-

ity.

2.6 Definition.   Suppose r C R", P £ Y, 8 > 0.   We define the standard dif-

ferentiator A g = A g(r, P) to be the linear transformation

(3D Ag=/Ti ©S-'/M^©^-1/^,

where  Tj = 7,(1% P), S2 = T^IT, P)X n 72(l\ P), 5? = T2(r, P)\   If there ex-

ists a proper cone  Y0 such that

(32) iimA5r =r0,

we call   P a "nice" point of T and  YQ the derivative oí Y at  P.

2.7 Claim.   Suppose   P  is "nice," notation as in 2.6.    Then

(a) Agr0 = r0 vs>o; Agr* = r*.
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(b)  Suppose  B: R" —> R"  is nonsingular and invariant on  Tj  and T2,

/Bl     C2    Di

(33) ß = [ 0       B2    C3

^0       0       B3

in (T     5     SA-matrix block form.   Then  BP  is a "nice" point of BY, and

(34) lim,4gBr = Br
g_0      û U     U

where

{bx   0     0   \

(35) B0=     0      B2    0     UlimAgBA^.

\0       0       B3/

(c)   //   P7. > a "rzzce" pozrzi of Y. C r'% r = I"j © T.,, /¿ezz   P = P{ + P2

is a "nice" point of Y with Ag = Ag©A2g and Y 0 = Y r 0© Y2^.

Proof.   Since AgAf = ASf and Ag = Ag,  (a) follows from (2.6).   (b) follows

from (35) and 23(a), using A SBY = (A gBA g l)iA SD.   (c) follows from 2.3(b).

2.8 Corollary.   Ler A: R" —» R"  i>e any nonsingular linear transformation.

Then  P  is a "nice" point of Y  iff AP  is a "nice"point of AY.

Proof.   Clearly Definition 2.6 is invariant under unitary transformations.   One

may thus transform A  so that it satisfies the hypotheses of 2.7(b).

We shall apply the above machinery to Poisson kernels.   We define a type of

convergence to  P e Y which is unrestricted in "flat" coordinates, Stein-admis-

sible (l7]:   within a narrower paraboloid-shaped region) in "rounded" ones, and

restricted in "sharp" ones.

2.9 Definition.   Suppose  P is a "nice" point of Y.   Then the family  ÍXg:

8 > 0j converges admissibly to  P  in  Y if

(a) iX.gjcr, limg^0Xg= P;

(b) there is a function  e:  \8 > Oj —* if > 0j such that for some  SQ > 0 the

closure of the set ¡Af.g>Xg: 0 < S < SQ\ is a compact subset of Y^.

The "nice" condition is a local requirement that, in the limit, the cone

boundary be in each direction either flat, sharp, or "round" (parabola-shaped).

However, this still allows certain "pathological" possibilities, which are elimi-

nated by a condition on the dual:

2.10 Definition.   The point P £ Y is said to be regular if

(a)   P  is a "nice" point of Y;
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(b)   r* n (T. (F, P) + y) is either empty or a translate of a cone for every

y e R".

We now state the central theorem of this section.

2.11   Theorem (Tight C* limit of the Poisson kernel).   Suppose Y C R", P e

Y regular, and lim g   n X§ = P admissible in Y.   Then

(36) KmPr.Xs =pitight C*0)

where  p is defined by the following for any g £ CQ(R").    Here   Pn     „  is the k-

dimensional Poisson kernel (= 1   if k = 0), defined on  T, « R*:

(37) fgdp=fT^rp)gÍYl)Prp;PÍYl\lXkÍY').

Proof.   We will first prove the following lemma:

Lemma A.   Suppose  P is regular, other notation as above.   Then

(a)  f* = f* + rp(A)

where  A = Z7__i_r*, where  n is the orthogonal projection „and nT±<f) = 77^.1 on  A^

Proof of Lemma A.   We claim Y*p = F* n 7^.   Since f p C F0, clearly F* O

T   C r^,..   To show the opposite inclusion we need only show  nT T. C Yp.   Sup-

pose 2 er0-   Then Aß eA^TQ = Ya Vr, > 0, so lirado A^Q =_rrT^Q e f „.

Similarly, one uses the Ag, 8   —» 0,  to show that any Q    £ T   - Yp  is bounded

away from A gT for small 8, and hence  4 Y_••

We have by assumption that, for each  y2 e A,   3|<,6(y2) • 3 • (T2 + T¿ n f*

= rp(y2) +_r*(V2), for T*(y2) some cone_of T1#_Since <¿(y2) e f * and Y*CY*Q

we have  r* C Y^iY ).   However, since Y* and Y*iY ) ate cones, we must have

5cp(y2) + r*(y2)cr*  VV> 0, and hence r*(y2)cF*.   This proves Lemma A.

Now, applying (7) and (30), we get, for  U £ Tj, X £ R", X1 = rrT ÍX):
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But c must equal  1, since both functions are continuous and take the value  1  at

0; and it follows by continuity that

(38) P7rJ.x = Prp;77T x    everywhere on Ty

T T ]
We note that  P^r-A xs= PTXy   Tne kernel continuity theorem (2.5(b))

now implies that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.10 are satisfied for /g = Pp-xg»

T = T     and our theorem follows.

2.12 Corollary   (L1   limit of Poisson integral at boundary).   Suppose the

hypotheses of 2.11 are satisfied, and h £ L  (R").   For  Y    £ T^  define  h        on

7/j * R*  by h   2(y1) = My1 + y2).   Then h   2  is defined and L1  for a.e.   Y2,

and if we define

(39) ih * Pr.p)iYl + Y2) = (i  _ * Pr.pHy1),
,r y Z Pi*

the right-hand convolution being of R  , we get

(4°) Hm h * P = h * P i„ the  L!(R") norm.
8~*0 '    ° '

Proof.   Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 1.8.

To apply 2.11 and 2.12, we have to show that significant classes of cones

have regular points.   The results below are to this end.

2.13 Claim.       (a) Suppose  A: R" —* R"  is nonsingular and P eT is regu-

lar.   Then AP is a regular point of AY.

(b)  Suppose   P. e T. C R ' are regular.   Then P. + P,   is a regular point of

r>rv

Proof.   To prove (a) we transform by unitary transformations as in 2.8 and

note that, by the invariance of BQ on   Ty S2, and S      (ßQro)* = B^Y* satisfies

2.10(b) if Yq does,   (b) is elementary using 2.1(d).

2.14 Lemma.    If  P £ Y and riY, P) = 0  then   P  is regular.

Proof.   We may assume Kb, since the result is obvious for P £ Y.   The

assumption implies  Tj = 7"2, and A( = ¡T   ©i-I/Tx.   It is clear that AT" C\ T

= f n Tj = Yp V6.   We claim that, for any T and P e ¿Y, ~ApiY) = n^Y.   In

fact, it is clear that 77TJ.r is a cone and contained in A„(r);  but also, since

r C T2 © nT^Y, we have Ap(D C 77Tir.   In our case, the consequence of this

fact is that ApiA^) = Ap(D, and hence we get, using an argument like that of

the proof of Lemma A to 2.11, along with a compactness argument, that
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(41) lim sup A   Y C Yp © A„(D,     in the cone metric sense.

On the other hand, since Yp C Y and  n~.±Y  = Ap, we have, for any Q    £

Yp>  Q2 £ Ap, there exists Q' £ Tx  such that  Q1 £Y and Q' + Q2 £ Y,  hence

by convexity, for every e > 0, Ql + (Q' + (Q2 £ Y and Ql + eQ' + Q2 £ A(Y.

Hence, taking the limit, we get

(42) r„© ApiY) C lim inf AY,     in the cone metric sense.
f-0

Hence  P is "nice," and regularity follows easily by 2.1(d).

2.15 Lemma.   //   P is "nice" and kiY, P) = 1 then P is regular.

Proof.   2.10(b) follows because  (T, + f) n T* must be empty or a half-line

for any   y.

2.16 Definition.   Y is called polytopic [simplicial] it a section of Y is a

polytope [simplex].   It is called  C"  if  dY is a   C" hypersurface at every nonzero

point, and regular if every point of Y is regular.

2.17 Corollary.   If P = 0 or  P £ Y,  P  is regular.   If Y is polytopic it is

regular.   If Y is  C    and satisfies the sharp curvature condition {Definition 3.1),

it is regular.

Proof.   The first two claims follow from 2.14, the last from 2.15.

Comment.   The case of points which are "nice" but not regular may be of

interest.   Such points may be constructed, for instance, by constructing a cone

r*  which satisfies 2.7(a) but not 2.10(b), and then taking its dual.   It may easily

be concluded that a radial limit of the form of 1.10 exists, but it apparently does

not equal F'i    p, and may even differ along different radii.   It is possible that

many positive reproducing kernels of type (4) for H   (Or  ) may be constructed in

this way, for dim iYp) > 1.

3.   Decrease at infinity of Poisson kernels.   The almost everywhere conver-

gence of the Poisson integral.

A. Shape of certain Poisson kernels. Any simplicial cone is a linear trans-

form of the octant, which is a direct sum of copies of (0, °°), so its Poisson ker-

nel is the direct product of P(Q ..x (y.) = x./rrix . + y .). Since the dual of a

polytopic cone is a polytopic cone, every polytopic cone is the special intersec-

tion of simplicial cones. A condition on the decrease of P at °° follows by 1.6;

in fact, using (3), (9), (16), and ||Kr.x||2 = Kr 2XiO), an.explicit, formula can be

written.

The other case we consider is that of a smooth, "rounded" cone.
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3.1 Definition.   Y C R" satisfies the flat curvature condition if, for some

proper circular cone  A of R" and every  P e dY, there is a rotation pp of R"

such that   P e dippA) and ppA C Y.   The sharp curvature condition is stated

similarly but reverses the last inclusion.

3.2 Claim.    The two curvature conditions of 3.1 are dual.

Proof.    The flat condition is equivalent to the condition that the proper cone

r be the convex hull of a set of form  ipaA: a e A j, A a fixed circular cone, and

the pa rotations.   The sharp condition is equivalent to the requirement that Y be

the intersection of such a set.   (The proofs are exercises in elementary convex

set theory; we leave them to the reader.)  But these two conditions are dual to

each other, and 3.2 follows.

3.3   Theorem   (Decrease of Poisson kernels of "rounded" cones).   Suppose

T C R"  and

(a) n = 3  and Y satisfies the flat curvature condition, or

(b) n > 4,  r  is  CL        , and Y satisfies the sharp curvature condition.

Then, if we define  m~ on R"  by

.1   if |v|<i;
(43) mr[Y)

' \Y\-n/2\max\l, distiY, dYU - dY)]]-'A    if \Y\>1,

there exists for every compact set D C Y a constant N < °° such that

Í44) |Kr.x| <Nmr      VX e D,

and hence  N   < <x> such that

(45) Pr.x < zV27zz2        VX e D.

Proof.   The claim for the Poisson kernel follows from the one for the Szegö

kernel.   To prove the latter, we integrate (1) radially to get

(46) Kr.x(y)=(2rz)-"|X|-1(rz-l)! f , (l + i(Y, o))~"ikn'Ho).
CX

Setting MiX) = (2ff)-"|X|-1(« - l) ! we get for p + 0

(47) Kr.x(/>y) = MiX)p~nf ¿l/p + z(y, o))-ndX"-lia).
cx

Since  M(X) is continuous in X we can neglect it in our considerations; and

since the estimate obviously holds for  | V] < 1  in (46), our task is reduced to

showing that, for all X e D,  \Y\ =  1, and p > 1, and some  N
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XJMp + iiY, o))-ndX"-H<r)  <N^p"mripY)

X

(48) =N3?"/2[maxll,pdist(y. dYU - dY)\]~*.

From the hypotheses it follows (since a  C    cone always must satisfy the

flat curvature condition) that Y* satisfies the sharp condition, or, equivalently,

there exists a ball B4  of R"-   , with radius  N     such that for each X £ D and

P e dC*.,  there is a translation tx p = r such that P e <9(rß4) and  C£ C rß4.

Here we identify \V: (X, V) = 1 ! with R"~     by an affine isometry.   Also, for

n > 4, the sharp condition on Y implies that Y* will also be  C , and hence

so will  dC*,,  continuously in  X.

We simplify (47) by Fubini's theorem.   Define [a,b] = [a(X, Y), ¿(X, y)] =

(y, C*) and  6iy) = fXX, y, y) = A"-2(¡<7 € C* : (V, a) = yj); then we get

(49) f , il/p + z(y, aW-^rfA—Ka) = P(l/> + zy)-"tXy)ay.

Choosing f0 = ^4 minié - a: X £ D, Y £ S"'1], and noting that dist(y, dYU - dY)

is comparable to minl|a|, \b\\, we divide (48) into four cases:

(a) a and b have same sign,  mini|a|, |&|1> (q\

(b) a and b have same sign (or one is  0), and mini|a|, |¿>|! < eQ;

(c) a  and  b have opposite signs,  min!|fl|, |¿|!>«0;

(d) a and b have opposite signs,  mini|a|, |&|i<e0.

We note that in (a) and (c) we can equivalently replace the right of (48) by

N.p"     ~       .   Then case (a) is obvious, since the integrand in (47) is bounded

independently of p, and A"-   (Cy,) independently of X.   For the other cases, we

need the following lemma, whose proof is elementary.

3.4   Lemma.   Suppose m > 0 and a > 0.   Then   3C        < oo such that, for
1 — U-, 777 '

every A, p > 0,

(50) j*^ (max il, pxD-V1 dx <p~aQa¿Ap),

where

[c       (min il, t\)a if a < m;

(51) Qa.mlt)-

a, m

C      (1 +ln + z)(minil, t\)m  for a =
mmm.m

C       za-m(minil,/!)m ifa>m.
a, 77i '

To use the lemma, we note that the sharp curvature condition implies there

exists  N5 < oo such that, for X e D,  Y e S"~ l, a <y <b,

(52) Ö(y)<N,(miniy-a, è-yi)"72-1.
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(To get the inequality, we replace  Y* with the larger cone pv  A n pv A (cf.

3-1), where   V    and V2  are defined in the proof of (d) below.)   Also we have, for

z e C,

(53) \i\/p + iz)-n\ </zn(max!l, p\z\\)-n.

(b) now follows, applying 3.4 for the case  m = n, a = n/2.   The results we get for

(a) and  (b) are, in fact, the stronger ones of Corollary 3.5.

We now use  Cl to prove (c) and (d) for n > 4.   Because of the smooth-

ness, we have cpiy)  is  CL on  (a, b).   Let  &iy) be the n - 1  degree poly-

nomial approximation to 0(y) at y = 0, and let 6 iy) = diy) - uiy) for a < y < b.

Case (c).   There exists a constant N6 < °o, such that, for all X, y satisfying

(c),

(54) maxi|Öfe)|:Re(z)e [a, b], Im(z) e [-«„, 0]l </V6,

(55) |Ö>)| </V6|y|["/2] on [a, ¿].

Letting X be the contour going straight from a to - (Q, from - eQ to eQ via the

semicircle of radius  fQ under the x-axis, and straight from eQ to b, we get

|j\l/p +iy)-"diy)dy\ <\jyil/p + iz)-"di?)dz\ + N^fcijmxh, p\y\\rn\y\[n/2]dy

(56) <2GA/6i-"+2N6Ctn/2]+1^-["/2]-I<C>"/2-1^

by 3.4, where  G = maxidiam C*,: X e Dj.   This proves (c).

Case (d), n > 4.   We define  Vj(X, y) = V,,  V,,(X, y) = V2  to be the unique

points of Cx  such that (y, V) = a and b, respectively.   Since not both  \a\ and

\b\  can be  < e  , we will assume-it is   |a|.   (The other case is similar.)  Define

the affine map E* = E*  y on R""1 «*iV: (X„K)= 1} by setting

(57) E*iVl + V+VX)=V1 + \a\-1/2V+ \a\~lVL,

where  V is in the linear subspace of  Rn_     parallel to the image of  i(y, V) = a\

n i(X, V) = 1 j,, and   V     is normal to this subspace.

The family £*(C*) is clearly CL"      -continuous in X x Y for X, Y satisfying

(d)>   Ia! < f0-   In fact, due to the differentiability and curvature of Cx, the map

from X x y to E* y(C*) extends to the closure of G = |X x V: X, V satisfy

(d)fl!, that is, to i|a| = 0j, continuously in the sense of CL local parametriza-

tions of the boundary.   The limiting set is the solid paraboloid whose boundary

is the second-order approximation to <9C*   at  V

We can therefore apply compactness arguments to this family.   We define

62iy) = 62iX, Y, y) = X"~2iE*\V £ Cx: (Y', V) = \a\y\).   d2  is defined on
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[-1, \a\~  b], and is  Cl on the interior, continuously in X x Y on the clo-

sure of G.   Also, since all the E*iCx) ate contained in a solid paraboloid whose

boundary is tangent to  <?C*. at  V     it still satisfies, uniformly in X x YT

(58) |Ö2(y)|</V5(y + l)"/2-1.

A change of variables in (49) yields

(59) jbail/p + iy)-ndiy)dy = \a\~n/2 ^~H il/\a\p + iy'rn62iy')dy '.

If we separate the integrals /_ x  and /[a'        , proceed as in (56) with the former,

and estimate the latter crudely using (58), we get

l<N7\a\n/2p" <Nypn/2    if  |fl|p < 1;

(60) jbail/p + iy)-"diy)dy  \<N7\a\n/2-ln/2l-1pn-ln/ri-l<N7\a\-Kpn/2-H

I if  \a\p > 1.

This is equivalent to our claim.

The cases (c) and (d) for n = 3 are implied by the sharp curvature condition

on  r*.   We suppose (the other case is similar) that  \a\ < \b\.   If we let   Oiy) =

ib - y)6i0)/b, then   |f3.(y)| < 20(O)|y|/|a|.   (c) and (d) follow from (52).   This com-

pletes the proof of 3.3.
r / 21

We note here that the  C requirement could be relaxed to "uniformly Lip-

schitz  [77/2] — 1   order derivatives"; this explains the apparent anomaly of the

case n = 3.   Stronger differentiability conditions yield a better decrease, up to

C"   (or uniformly Lipschitz  72 - 1   order derivatives), which yields the result be-

low.   This is the best possible, being the decrease found for a circular cone (see

[6]):

3 .5   Corollary.   Suppose  n > 3  and Y C R"   is  C" and satisfies the sharp

curvature condition.   Then the conclusions of 3.3 hold with  m     replaced by

(1   if |y|<i;

(61) Vy)={
(|yr"/2(maxfl,dist(y, dYU-dY)\)-n/2    if |Y|>1.

Proof.   Same as for 3.3, substituting the better smoothness conditions.

In summary, we note that the rate of decrease of Pp.-^(py) as p —> °° tot   Y

fixed depends on whether   y £ T^Y, P) tot some  P £ dY in both the polytopic

and smooth cases.   We express the following conjecture, which works in both

these cases:

3.6   Conjecture.   Suppose Y C R"  ¿s regular, and its boundary is a union of

sufficiently smooth segments.   Then, for X £ Y,. Y £ Sn~   , and p  large, we have
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(62) Pr.xipY)=Oip-s),

where

(63) 5 = min \2kiY, p) + r(Y, P): y e T ¿Y, P)\.

B.   The almost everywhere convergence of Poisson integrals.   We obtain re-

sults of this type only at points  P where riY, P) = 0.   Any roundedness, even in

the simplest cases (i.e. circular cone), results in complications which make im-

possible a proof of the existence of a weak (1,1) maximal operator by the ordinary

methods (such as 1.11, 1.12).   The case  riY, P) = 0 results in the convenience

of 2.14, however, and the author conjectures that the conclusions of the following

theorem hold for all such points, not only the special cases of the hypothesis.

3.7   Theorem.   Suppose that  Y C R" is derived by a finite number of linear

transformations and direct summations from cones of the following form:

(a) any proper cone of R  or R     ,  or

(b) arzy cozze satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.

Then if PeT, riY, P) = 0, h £ lHR"), and h   2   is as in 2.12 for  Y2 £ T^Y, P)"\

the following holds for a.e.   Y    £ T  :

If Z2i8) = X2(<5) + zT2(<5) converges restricledly to iY2  as 8 —» 0 in the

tube domain Q'p = Ap © z'T| of Ti© iT\ * C"-*, and if we define

(64) ^Z2(a)^1.yl^^*Pr;xi+x2(S)^yl+y2^

for X\ y2eTj and X1 + X2(«5) e Y, then

(65) limP*z2(8r(P*y2)rp

uniformly on compact subsets of Yp x 7"j, where   Ph   2   is the lower-dimensional

Poisson integral, defined as in (4).

Proof.   By 2.14 the a.e. limit, if it exists, must be the one given.   Because

of 1.16 and the continuity of the limiting functions of (65), which allows us to

make the slight translations required to use 1.16(a) uniformly in   P, we only have

to show that we can apply 1.15 to Y = (0, °°) and Y satisfying (b).   Here the

only cases to be proved are  P £ Y ik = n) and  P = 0 ik = 0).   The differentiator

A( is  / and  e"1/,  respectively, and (1) implies   Pf (SX, 8Y) = 8~nPriX, Y).   To

prove the functions of (64)satisfy the hypotheses of 1.15, for T = Rn and ioj re-

spectively, it follows from the restricted convergence that we need only show that

for any compact subset E C fi.,,

(66) supiPr(X0, yQ + y): X0 + zT 0e E\ < kAY)
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for some rectangular majorant k^  satisfying 1.11, and such that X"iR .) > £Q > 0

Vj.
This is well known for the ordinary Poisson kernel, so we are left with (b).

That problem clearly reduces to showing that ra„(y) is majorized by some such
2 2

k.,  since multiples of mr majorize compact sets of translations of m*.

Since any  dCy,  is rectifiable, if we define, for 0 < I < m,

(67) 5Zm = iy:   |y| <2m, dist(y, dYU-dY)<2<\,

there exists  N    independent of /, m and a finite family J\       =\R,       :   1 < / <
a r '       l,m l.m.i — ' —

L.     ! of rectangles centered at  0, such that A"(R.      .) > 2n+m +("~ l )l,S,     C
l,m 6 ' /,77!,;     - ' /,77!

U   R,       , and 1. X"iR,      .) < NaX"iS,    ).   It is clearly possible to majorize
7      l,m,y j t,m,j    —     o l,m j   r '

mr by an  L    sum of scalar multiples of characteristic functions of the S      , and

the proof that this sum satisfies the conditions for a rectangular majorant is

straightforward.

3.8   Corollary.   For every polytopic cone, the conclusion of 3.7 holds.

Proof.   We apply 1.16(d).   The only detail that is not obvious is the hypotheses

of 1.15 applying to all the  Y. in the special intersection with T = T^Y, P).

Clearly, though, by (15),  TX(Y., P) D T^r, P) fot each i; using the product ex-

pression for the Poisson kernel of an octant, the rest is straightforward.

Using 1.6, 1.16, and 2.10ff,   one can construct other cones of more general

shape in which the results of 3.7 hold.   For instance, the cone with cylindrical

section  T = (0, °o) C° C R4,  C° = i(l, x, y, z):   x2 + y2 < 1,   \z\ < 1 !, is regular,

and since it i-s the special intersection of two cones which are linear transforms

of r   © (0, oo), r   C R3  the circular cone, it can also be shown to satisfy the
c ' c J

conclusions of 3.7 whenever riY, P) = 0.
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